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What is CIB?

- Network of practitioners working on local government development cooperation programmes → capacity and institution building
- Peer community – learning together
- Aimed at increasing development effectiveness, through collaboration and coordination and learning together.
- Topics we discuss together: gender equality, SDGs, COVID-19 impact, relations with donors and national governments, access to finance
- Linking UCLG processes and policies to ‘the field’ and vice versa
How do we cooperate with the learning team concretely?

Which materials have been of particular importance for CIB network?

- Especially 3 and 4 of SDG series have been of particular interest to the CIB network
  - Reporting is key to be able to measure progress; associations have a crucial role to play
  - Decentralised cooperation & SDGs

- Resilience module & upcoming materials on local finance also very interesting
- Beyond the outbreak website with COVID-materials

2021
- SDG modules 3 and 4 webinars (targeted at LGAs) → also linking this to a UCLG policy paper on development cooperation
- SDG reporting - Voluntary National Reviews
- Exchange between LGAs on domestic, association affairs
Things to explore

• Case studies/stories from the field – how do we move away from usual suspects and get to the truly innovative ideas?

• Can the CIB network perhaps also provide for trainers for UCLG?
Want to get involved/learn more on CIB activities?

• Register for newsletter and mailings here: http://cib-uclg.org/about/become-a-member

• Join our dynamic Whatsapp group – contact +31 6 1215 6647

• Visit our website www.uclg-cib.org & Twitter @UCLG_CIB